
Immediately the threat posed by Coronavirus was 
apparent, Community Windpower brought together 
BeGreen and our partner organisations to create 
Covid-19 crisis funds in the east and west.

Our East Lothian fund is coordinated by BeGreen and 
financed by a percentage of monies from our local 
community benefit funds: money generated by our 
operational wind farms.

With tens of thousands of pounds already helping 
health and charitable organisations such as East 
Lothian NHS and Dunbar and District Coronavirus 
Community Helpers, we continue to help fund people 
and projects throughout the Dunbar area.
Full story on page 3

CHAS, Belhaven Community Hospital, Marie 
Curie and voluntary organisations among first 
to receive help
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‘Everyone at Community
Windpower knew we would have
to move fast when the virus
struck. Our financial support
was available before
government funding, so we
were able to help local health and 
voluntary organisations
almost immediately.’
Diane Wood
Community benefits director 

D U N B A R  &  D I S T R I C T

CHAS £3,000 
Dunbar Medical
Centre £4,500 
Dunbar Crisis
Team £5,000
Edinburgh
Sick Kids £2,500
NHS Communication
Tablets £1,500
Marie Curie £5,000

COMMUNITY WINDPOWER AND BEGREEN – SUPPORTING HEALTH, 
LOCAL PEOPLE AND CARING ORGANISATIONS IN THE DUNBAR AREA

HOW WE’RE HELPING
Anouska Wood’s snapshot of Community Windpower and 

BeGreen community support over a typical six week period 
during the pandemic lockdown

East Lothian
Homestart £2,500
Belhaven Hospital £2,500
Dunbar Nursery
School £2,500
The Scottish
Seabird Centre £2,500
Bloodbikes
Scotland £3,000
Roots and Fruits £1,000

Covid-19 crisis fund
available from

D U N B A R  &  D I S T R I C T

Contact Anouska on:  07747 787 192
anouska@communitywindpower.co.uk
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Community 
Windpower’s Covid-19 
Crisis Fund is helping 
local people right now 
I hope you and yours are well as we continue to move 
closer to something resembling normal life. It’s been 
tough, and still is, so at times like these we really have 
to help one another.

In our pages are examples of how the funds we raise 
for community use are distributed and how our wind 
turbines help Scotland address the climate emergency 
announced by First Minister Nicola Sturgeon last year. 

I’m delighted to report 
that we’ve now passed an 
incredible £4,500,000 in 
donations within our host 
communities.

From charities to individuals, 
community projects and 
schools, Community 
Windpower and BeGreen 
monies help successes such 
as the Dunbar Lifeboat, 
Dunbar Dementia Carers 
Support Group and both 
Dunbar Basics and East Lothian Food Banks.

However, pleasing as this is, at present we remain 
focused on helping local people cope with the 
coronavirus pandemic.

To do this we’ve created a Covid-19 Crisis Fund, 
adding direct donations from Community Windpower 
to a percentage of the monies we provide to our 
community partners and community councils.

As I write, this fund stands at £255,000 to help people 
in the areas covered by our seven operational wind 
farms, and we thank our local partners for their help to 
achieve this figure.

The pandemic has placed great strain on staff and 
volunteers at countless local organisations and we also 
send thanks to them for their excellent work.

BeGreen Dunbar Advice Centre closed during the 
Scottish Government’s lockdown and so our BeGreen 
team lost their daily interaction with local people – we 
will resume this service as soon as safety regulations 
allow. 

This issue of East Coast Today has been delivered to 
homes in Dunbar, Belhaven, West Barns, Innerwick, 
Cocksburnpath and East Linton to help maintain our 
connection with local residents. 

To contact us please email:
anouska@communitywindpower.co.uk

I wish everyone a safe and healthy summer. Rest 
assured, Community Windpower will continue to 
support this wonderful community.  
Diane Wood
Community Benefits Director 
Community Windpower
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For help, advice or information please call
Anouska on 07747 787 192
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£2,500
DONATION

Our Covid-19 Crisis Fund connects
Belhaven Community Hospital residents 
with families
At this time of social 
separation and distancing, 
people in hospital and care 
homes find themselves 
without the comfort of visits 
from friends and family, 
so many have turned to 
technology to keep in touch.

Belhaven Community 
Hospital approached 
our Covid-19 Crisis 
Fund to improve their 
communication capabilities 
with the purchase of 
tablets and other beneficial 
equipment.

The hospital required 
this extra financial support 
as their normal fundraising 
activities were stopped 
in their tracks due to the 
pandemic.

‘Our Covid-19 Crisis Fund 
was created for situations 
just like this’, said Diane 
Wood, community benefits 
director at Community 
Windpower. ‘We appreciate 
the wonderful work the 
hospital and its staff do 
for local people and were 
pleased to make a £2,500 
donation towards the cost 
of communication devices.’

Hospital staff will make 
the use of their grounds 
and gardens available to 
residents when safe, so 
a portion of the money 
generated by Community 
Windpower’s Aikengall 
Community Wind Farms will 
help purchase garden tools 
to enable residents to do 

eager to 
help’, said 
BeGreen’s 
Anouska 
Woods. ‘It’s 
a fantastic 
community 
resource 
we should 
never take 

for granted. We’re certain 
the £2,500 we’ve donated 
has made a big difference to 
the residents and patients.’

Belhaven Hospital is a
fantastic community
resource we should
never take for granted
ANOUSKA WOODS
BeGreen and Covid-19
crisis fund coordinator

This Community Windpower and BeGreen Dunbar fund is 
dedicated to helping organisations deliver much needed 

service to local individuals at this difficult time

Applications must be from registered organisations such as 
NHS, Charities, Social Enterprise, Voluntary and CIC 
Awarded funding may be used for medical use, PPE, food, 
fuel top up cards, sanitary products, ways of communication, 
materials for schools and mental health support
Funding shall not be used for political or religious purposes, 
entertainment, hospitality or personal gain
Organisations: maximum £2,500 per application 
 (this may change in due course) 
Two pieces of supporting evidence may be required

APPLICATION DECISIONS WITHIN 48 HOURS
SUCCESSFUL APPLICATICANTS RECEIVE FUNDS VIA BANK TRANSFER

APPLICATIONS ARE STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

All applications to Anouska Woods at:
anouska@communitywindpower.co.uk

some light gardening.
‘Belhaven Community 

Hospital provides a hugely 
valued service so we were 

OUR TURBINES- ALWAYS WORKINGFOR YOU!
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Community Windpower 
launches Covid-19 
Crisis Fund

MARIE CURIE, BELHAVEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL 
SERVICES AMONG FIRST TO BENEFIT

£4.5 million is fantastic but it’s more important to stay safe as Scotland heads towards a new normal  
says Community Windpower Managing Director

Community 
Windpower funding 
for host communities 
has seen £4,500,000 
invested in buildings, 
charities, talented 
young athletes and 
a myriad of local 
projects.

It’s a figure that 
managing director 
Rod Wood is rightly 
proud of: ‘When we 
started operations we 
had no idea we would 
invest so much in our 

communities. 
Wherever you go 

you see the results: 
from BeGreen’s 
help for Dunbar 
Dementia Carers 
Support Group, 
to thousands 
of pounds for 
Lammermuir 
Community Council 
and Preston and 
Abbey Community 
Trust, plus help 
for Dunbar Colts. 
It’s been quite a 

journey.
‘Now we’re 

contributing 
to the Scottish 
Government’s fight 
against coronavirus 
with £255,000 

of funding split 
between east and 
west. We’re proud of 
what we’ve achieved 
and proud to stand 
side by side with the 
people of Dunbar 
and district.

‘At the moment 
the most important 
thing is for 
everyone to stay 
safe, because as 
important as £4.5 
million is, nothing is 
more precious than 

Extraordinary times call for extraordinary 
measures and that’s what Community Windpower 
has taken in response to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Community benefits 
director Diane Wood 
launched two funds, one 
in the west, the other 
here in East Lothian, to 
support under-pressure 
health and charitable 
organisations, and 
already the East Lothian 
fund has provided 
thousands of pounds 
of essential medical 
equipment, help for 
Children’s Hospice 
charity CHAS and 
£5,000 for Marie Curie.

The total spend of 
£255,000 in operational 
wind farm districts 
consists of funds 
diverted from local 

community benefit funds 
and monies donated from 
Community Windpower.

‘We’re digging deep 
to help families and 

voluntary 
organisations 
in Dunbar and 
East Lothian 
suffering due to 
the pandemic’, 
said Diane. 

‘Funding began weeks ago 
but we soon realised that 
more help was required 
so we created emergency 
funds in East Lothian and 

North Ayrshire.
‘The East Lothian Fund, 

coordinated by BeGreen’s 
Anouska Woods, is open 
to applications from 
registered organisations 
and decisions are reached 
wherever possible within 
48 hours.

The Community 
Windpower Covid-19 
Crisis Fund accepts 
applications of up to 
£2,500 although this is 
subject to review and 
depends on individual 
circumstances.

Organisations already 
benefiting include Dunbar 
and District Coronavirus 
Community Helpers (run 
with Dunbar Community 
Council), Dunbar Medical 
Centre and East Lothian 
NHS.

Ian Hamilton of Dunbar 
Coronavirus Response 
Team, said: ‘Community 

We’re 
prioritising 
isolated, 
elderly and 
vulnerable families
DIANE WOOD
Community Benefits Director

‘‘

East Lothian Community Windpower 
Covid-19 Crisis Fund applicants should contact 

Anouska Woods at BeGreen Dunbar:
anouska@communitywindpower.co.uk

‘‘ Food preparation 
in North Ayrshire

Distributing in East Lothian

£255,000COVID-19 CRISIS FUND

Windpower’s BeGreen 
Dunbar support came 
before government money 
or other charity funding, 
allowing us to work with 
families and local people 
almost immediately. This 
was crucial to us making a 
positive impact.’

‘We’re using the 
money primarily to fund 
NHS Scotland support 

Thousands of local people are being helped

life itself.
‘All I can do 

is repeat the 
First Minister’s 
instructions to 
follow the guidelines 
as we return to 
some normality. 
Meanwhile 
Community 
Windpower will do 
what we do best – 
generating green 
energy for Scotland 
and helping more 
people and projects.’

ROD WOOD
MD Community Windpower

 

organisations, charities, 
hot meals for vulnerable 
people, clothing and 
payment for utilities, while 
prioritising isolated, elderly 
and vulnerable families’, 
continued Diane. 

‘Early grants were 
made to East Lothian 
NHS and Dunbar and 
District Coronavirus 
Community Helpers and as 
far as possible we source 
materials and foodstuffs 
from Scottish suppliers in 
line with our ‘Buy Scottish’ 
policy.

‘This will remain the 
case as we stay on course 
to invest £2 billion in 
Scotland and its green 
energy industry.’ 

To apply please call 
Anouska Woods at 
Begreen Dunbar on 
07747 787 192
or email
anouska@community
windpower.co.uk

Further information at
www.community
windpower.co.uk/
covid19



OUR COVID-19 CRISIS FUND - HELPING KEEP SCOTLAND HEALTHY

Whilst Scots stayed safe under Scottish 
Government guidelines, Community 
Windpower’s dedicated engineers were 
working hard to ensure our wind farms 
continued to produce clean, green energy 
for everyone to use.

This could be at home, charging electric 
vehicles or for the Scottish NHS to power 
medical provision.

Our two engineers make regular trips 
to our wind farms across East Lothian and 
the west to make sure all is well, which 
for some might seem a lonely life, but not 
for our engineers who say it takes social 
distancing to a whole new level!

Robb in the east and Tam (pictured) 
in the west ensure the safe operation 
of our seven wind farms, safety of site 
personnel, carry out long regular checks 
on the turbines and supervise servicing 
of equipment vital to the supply of clean 
electricity.

Tam and Robb keep turbines tip top!

While the wind blows our turbines turn, 
creating that clean, green energy, so vital 
to the Scottish economy.

As for Tam and Robb, well they’re still 
out there – we might just tell them that the 
FM has relaxed lockdown!

This incredible sum, generated by 
Scotland’s windy weather has benefited 

needy families, young sportspeople, 
people in heating provision distress, 
schools, charities, sports clubs, not-
for-profit organisations and projects, 

community construction projects,
food banks, lifeboats and many more

Find out more:
www.communitywindpower.co.uk

COMMUNITY WINDPOWER’S 
DONATIONS TO HOST 
COMMUNITIES NOW 

£4,500,000

BeGreen Dunbar and 
Community Windpower’s 
Covid-19 crisis fund has 
donated £2,500 to the 
independent Scottish 
Seabird Centre at what is a 
critical time for the charity.

The money will help this 
environmental, education 
and conservation charity 
create activities including 
wildlife surveys, blogs, 
whiteboard animations and 
downloadable worksheets 
aimed at educating children 
about the natural marine 
environment.

Children and groups 
such as those with 
learning needs or from 
areas of deprivation from 
Edinburgh, North Berwick 
and the Lothians, will learn 

and benefit.
Almost 80 per cent 

of the centre’s income is 
raised via its visitor centre, 
through admission to the 
Discovery Experience, 
education bookings, guided 
boat trips and their café 
and shop, all of which have 
been closed since March.

Seabird Centre CEO, 
Susan Davies said, ‘It 
was with a heavy heart 
that our 20th anniversary 
celebrations, timed to take 
place alongside our Year 
of Coast and Waters 2020 
Marine Festival, had to 
be put on hold due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

‘We still have hope 
for the future given the 
generosity of the public and 
our members to our appeal. 

This alongside Covid crisis 
funding, such as that from 
Community Windpower and 
BeGreen Dunbar, has been 
essential.  

‘We have raised £82,000 
towards our £200,000 
target, which, if reached 
by the end of July, will 
unlock match funding. We 
have a cliff to climb but are 
confident we will reach the 
top.’

Diane Wood, community 
benefits director at 
Community Windpower, 
said: ‘The Scottish Seabird 
Centre is an invaluable 
educational facility that 
provides children and 
families with a real-life 
experience of the wonders 
of nature around Scotland’s 
coast.

‘Community Windpower 
and BeGreen hope this 
sizeable grant will help the 
centre come through these 
difficult times.’

VALUABLE EDUCATIONAL 
RESOURCE BENEFITS FROM OUR 
COVID-19 CRISIS FUND

£2,500
DONATION

We help Seabird We help Seabird 
Centre to Centre to 
‘climb a cliff’‘climb a cliff’

‘We hope this 
sizeable grant 
will help the 
centre through 
these difficult 
times’
DIANE WOOD
Community Benefits Director

Although the Dunbar 
BeGreen office has been 
closed due to Covid-19 we 
are still supporting the local 
community and are pleased 
to announce that we have 
donated funds towards 
the cost of prizes for the 
Lockdown Journal Challenge 
at Dunbar Primary School, 
allowing the parent council 
to buy two prizes for each 
year group. 

BeGreen’s Anouska 
Woods said: ‘I’m delighted 
we have been able to 
support the school at such 
a strange time for everyone, 
especially the children.

‘Keeping a journal is not 
only a good way to make 
a record of what you have 
been doing or feeling, but 
writing is a great therapy for 
many young people. 

‘Doing this will also 
provide the pupils with 
a valuable document of 
what is a strange time in 
Scotland’s history that 
they’ve lived through.’

Find out more about the 
LOCKDOWN challenge at 
the Dunbar Parent Council 
Facebook page:
https://www.
facebook.com/groups/
dunbarprimaryparents/

 

Dunbar Primary School 
Parent Council – 
teaching and helping 

LOCKDOWN PRIZE GRANT
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to help meet a significant 
increase in NHS demand, a 
grant of £3,500 was quickly 
processed.

Blood Bikes Scotland is 
funded only by grants and 
fundraising (suspended 
due to the pandemic), 
and operates a fleet of 12 
motorcycles and one car, 
supporting the NHS across 
Lothians, Borders, Forth 
Valley and Fife.

Its service is free, saving 

CHAS helps is Ayla 
(pictured with mum, 
Caroline) who was born 
in 2011 and suffers from 
Edwards’ Syndrome, a rare 
genetic condition. Very few 
children with this condition 
reach their first birthday.

Happily Ayla is now 
eight and Caroline and dad 
Kerem count every day of 

their little girl’s life as a 
precious milestone.

Unfortunately, as a 
result of coronavirus, 

Children’s Hospices 
Across Scotland (CHAS) 
have been providing a full 
family support service for 
babies, children and young 
people with life-shortening 
conditions, for more than 
20 years.

Due to the pandemic 
all their fundraising 
events were cancelled, so 
the charity approached 
Community Windpower for 
financial support from our 
Covid-19 crisis fund. 

Without fundraising 

Covid-19 placed a huge 
strain on Scottish NHS 
services.

Through Community 
Windpower’s joint 
Covid-19 crisis fund with 
BeGreen Dunbar we’ve 
helped various NHS 
bodies including Belhaven 
Community Hospital and 
Edinburgh Children’s 
Hospital Charity.

So, when Blood Bikes 
Scotland approached us 

£3,500
COVID-19 CRISIS FUNDDONATION

OUR COVID-19 CRISIS FUND - HELPING KEEP SCOTLAND HEALTHY

BeGreen boost helps 
Blood Bikes stay on track 

the NHS on courier costs, 
as Blood Bikes Scotland 
riders carry blood, samples, 
equipment and documents 
across these areas.

John Baxter, chairman 
of Blood Bikes Scotland, 
explained: ‘As a result of 

Covid-19 demand from the 
NHS increased by almost 
70 per cent from March to 
April alone. 

‘With fundraising 
activities suspended, we 
needed income more than 
ever to cover this additional 

NHS demand, which is 
why we applied to the 
Community Windpower and 
BeGreen Dunbar Covid-19 
crisis fund.

‘We were delighted our 
application was processed 
so quickly. Pre Covid-19 our 
fleet operation costs were 
at £3,500 per month but 
extra runs meant a higher 
spend on maintenance.

‘We’re really grateful for 
Community Windpower and 
BeGreen Dunbar’s support.’

Diane Wood, Community 
Windpower’s community 
benefits director, said: ‘We 
know the fund has helped 
Blood Bikes Scotland help 
the NHS and its patients. 
NHS Scotland is a national 
institution we should all 
cherish and we were proud 
to help.’ 

£3,000
COVID-19 CRISIS FUNDDONATION

haven families rely on for 
respite.

To help we provided 
an immediate £3,000 

donation, which could 
be used to pay for a 
Child and Family Worker 
for a whole month.

These trained 
professionals provide 
emotional and practical 
advice for 
families 
looking after 

a child with 
a terminal 
illness and 
isolating at 
home while 
providing 
entertainment activities via 
Zoom to help parents take 
a wee break.

One of the children 

Ayla can’t attend Rachel 
House Hospice in Kinross 
for respite and has been 
shielding at home. Caroline 
said: ‘Ayla really misses 
her respite visits to Rachel 
House but this enables 
her to stay in touch with 
the activities team and 
feel part of all the usual 
hospice activities.’

Diane Wood, community 
benefits director at 
Community Windpower, 
said: ‘The work CHAS 
does, including palliative 
care, respite and support, 
through hospices, 
homecare and hospital 
presence, is very much 
needed.

‘CHAS are the only 
hospice provider for 
children in Scotland 
and have been greatly 
impacted by Covid-19 
crisis, so we didn’t hesitate 
to help with this donation 
generated by the clean 
electricity from our 
Aikengall Community Wind 
Farms.’

Community Windpower 
support for CHAS
… the only hospice provider for children in Scotland

CHAS respite and palliative care 
is very much needed - we didn’t 
hesitate to help
DIANE WOOD
Community Benefits Director

CHAS would be unable to 
reach the 16,000 Scots 
children suffering from a 
life-shortening condition, 
meaning their hospices 
would no longer be the safe 



MARIE CURIE 
FREE

SUPPORT
LINE

OUR COVID-19 CRISIS FUND - HELPING KEEP SCOTLAND HEALTHY

The Covid-19 pandemic is affecting all 
members of our society, young and old, 
which is why Community Windpower 
agreed to use our joint fund with 
BeGreen Dunbar to support Dunbar 
Nursery.

Early in the Coronavirus 
pandemic Community 
Windpower and BeGreen 
Dunbar donated £5,000 from 
their Covid-19 crisis fund to 
the Marie Curie charity. 

The sizeable donation 
enabled Marie Curie Clinical 
Nurse Specialists to deliver an 
additional 125 hours of care 
to people in their own homes 
across Edinburgh and East 
Lothian while wearing the PPE 
they need to deliver that care 
safely.

Marie Curie is on the 
frontline providing nursing 
care and support for end of 
life patients, with or without 
coronavirus, at home or in its 
Edinburgh hospice. 

The charity’s vital role 
during the pandemic has been 
to support Scotland’s NHS by 
keeping as many people as 
possible out of NHS services by 
freeing up intensive care beds 
to help relieve pressure on 
hospitals. 

Accepting the donation, 
Marie Curie fundraising 

D U N B A R  &  D I S T R I C T

FREEHOMEENERGYEFFICIENCY ADVICE

55 High Street
Dunbar EH42 1EW
01368 863720
www.begreencentres.co.uk
anouska@communitywindpower.co.uk

If you live in the Dunbar & East 
Linton ward

••  Free home energy audits
••  Energy efficiency grants
••    Renewable technology grants
••    Free advice on how to save
 energy and reduce fuel bills
••    Open surgeries with energy 

saving companies

BeGreen is grant funded by Community Windpower Ltd

We donate to frontline 
Marie Curie
clinical nurses

£5,000
COVID-19 CRISIS FUNDDONATION

manager Carolyn Snedden 
said: ‘This money is a 
tremendous boost for us and 
will make such a difference 
to families. For many people, 
hospital is not the right place 
for them, and they don’t want 
to go. Thanks to Community 
Windpower and BeGreen 
Dunbar we are able to help 
more people remain at home.’   

Diane Wood, community 
benefits director at 
Community Windpower, said: 
‘These remain worrying times 
for everyone, and as we move 

COVID-19 GRANT 
IS CHILD’S PLAY AT 
DUNBAR NURSERY

Based at Dunbar 
Primary School, 
the nursery 
provides 
multidisciplinary 
learning for 
the wee ones, 
a part of which will 
be a new feature to 
mark the challenges 
we currently face, 
while promoting 
health, wellbeing, 
sustainability and 
ecological issues.

A £2,500 grant 
from the Community 
Windpower and 
BeGreen Dunbar 
Covid-19 crisis fund 
will help transform 
a large grassed area 
into a secure learning 
space with three 
distinct learning 
environments.

This includes raised 
beds, a wildlife garden, 
wildflower meadow, 
bird houses, a bug 
hotel and bird feeders.

There will be a 
natural wooded story 
garden complete 
with miniature fruit 
orchard, natural 
seating, sensory 
planting and a fire pit.

And hedgerows and 
trees donated by the 
Woodland Trust will 
be a positive reminder 

of Covid-19 while 
creating a wildlife 
and environmentally 
friendly legacy.

Diane Wood, 
community 
benefits director 
at Community 
Windpower said: 
‘It’s important 
we support all 
members of our 
communities during 
this pandemic, 
which is why we 
didn’t hesitate to 
help Dunbar Nursery 
when they outlined 
their plans.

‘Children need 
positivity and 
stimulating activity 
to help their mental 
health. We know from 
a future perspective, 
that this land will 
provide long-term 
support and produce 
a wildlife-friendly, 
green legacy.

‘The £2,500 we’ve 
donated will make a 
difference now, and for 
generations of children to 
come.’

If you, or someone 
you know, is affected 
by a terminal illness 
and concerned about 
Coronavirus, our 
Support Line team are 
ready to help with the 
information you need 
when you need it. Call 
free 0800 090 2309*. 
You can also find more 
information on our 
website: mariecurie.
org.uk/coronavirus

steadily towards a new reality 
we all need to keep to Scottish 
Government guidelines, 
maintain social distancing and 
be mindful of one another.

‘Marie Curie does such 
amazing work with and for 
local people and we’re pleased 
to help the nurse specialists 
provide their truly outstanding 
levels of care, safely at this 
time.

‘Our Covid-19 crisis fund has 
been helping a range of people 
and organisations as they cope 
with the implications of the 
crisis. We’re fortunate to be in 

a position to help 
and grateful 

that we 
have 
Marie 
Curie 
working 
among 
us.’

Donate online at 
www.mariecurie.
org.uk/emergency 
or text NURSE to 
70633 to help us 
reach the families 
who need us.

Texts cost £5 plus 1 
standard rate message. 
98% is received by 
Marie Curie.
To unsubscribe text OUT
to 78866.

CHARITY’S WORK HELPS KEEP NHS SCOTLAND BEDS FREE

MARIE CURIE 
EMERGENCY 

FUNDING
APPEAL WE’LL

BE BACK!
Our office will re-open in 

accordance with Scottish 

Government Covid-19
guidelines

£2,500
GRANT
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‘Providing additional 
financial support for 
equipment such as 
phones, tablets and iPads 
will also pay off by helping 

NHS staff welfare.’
Community 

Windpower 

‘There has never been 
a more important time to 
keep in touch with family 
and friends than now’, said 
BeGreen Covid-19 crisis 
fund coordinator Anouska 
Woods. 

‘Family life has been 
under great strain during 
the pandemic and not 
seeing loved ones has 
been particularly hard for 
those in hospital.

‘The situation also 
affects the mental health 
of families not able to 
visit loved ones and NHS 
staff working in trying 
circumstances.

‘This is why we 

The first donation from Community 
Windpower/BeGreen Dunbar’s Covid-19 
Crisis Fund went to Dunbar and District 
Coronavirus Community Helpers and 
totalled £5,000.

thank them enough for 
their wonderful support, 
especially during the 
Scottish Government’s 
lockdown period.’

Diane Wood, CWL 
community benefits 
director said: ‘The East 
Lothian fund, through our 
BeGreen Dunbar centre, 

has been 
dealing with 
applications 
from 
registered 
organisations, 
and, where 
possible, 
providing 
decisions 
within 48 
hours.

‘We’ve also been 
working with other 
organisations across 
Scotland to ensure 
the money we provide 
reaches those who need it 
most as the nation battles 
back against coronavirus.’

Community 
Windpower’s East 
Lothian fund, coordinated 
by Anouska Woods 
at BeGreen Dunbar, 
has been dealing with 
individual applications up 
to the maximum £2,500 
although this amount can 
be altered depending on 
the circumstances of 
each case.

To apply please 
contact Anouska on

07747 787 192 or 
email anouska@

communitywindpower.
co.uk

Yvonne Wemyss - back to camera and 
Viv Cupples deliver food and supplies

The immediate injection 
of thousands of pounds was 
more than appreciated by 
team-member Ian Hamilton 
who said: ‘This financial 
help from Community 
Windpower and BeGreen 
came before government 
money or charity funding 
became available.

‘The speed of 
Community Windpower’s 
support allowed us to 

quickly begin working with 
families and local people 
which was crucial to us 
making a positive impact.

‘The monies have 
been put to funding 
foodstuffs, hot meals for 
the vulnerable, clothing and 
payment for utilities.

‘It’s at difficult times 
like these that we rely on 
the likes of Community 
Windpower, and we can’t 

£1,500
GRANT

provided a grant of 
£1,500 from our joint 
Community Windpower 
and BeGreen Covid-19 
crisis fund in 
response to 
NHS East 
Lothian’s 
coronavirus 
appeal to 
help patients 
and families 
stay in touch.

community benefits 
director Diane Wood 
added: ‘The Scottish NHS 
does a fantastic job with 
staff dedicated to helping 
people. 

‘NHS East Lothian 
ensures its teams are 
well equipped to provide 
vital care to patients and 
communities affected 
by the Covid-19 virus, so 
we know the money has 
already made a difference 
right where it’s needed.’

To donate to the Lothian NHS 
fund please visit: www.justgiving.
com/campaign/nhslothian

BeGreen helps keep East 
Lothian Community Hospital 
families connected

Community Helpers 
first to benefit from our 
Covid-19 Crisis Fund

£5,000
DONATION

‘We’re working to ensure the money 
goes to those who need  it  most’

COMMUNITY WINDPOWER COVID-19 CRISIS FUND IN ACTION

24 AMAZON TABLETS PURCHASED

OUR TURBINES- ALWAYS WORKINGFOR YOU!

DIANE WOOD
Community Benefits Director



‘Self motivated’ Community ‘Self motivated’ Community 
Windpower is proud to help Windpower is proud to help 
Dunbar and East LothianDunbar and East Lothian

Community coordinator, Anouska Woods joined BeGreen Dunbar in February of 
2015. Five years later she’s helped BeGreen become an integral part of local life: 
coordinating grants for voluntary groups, liaising with schools, and working with 
energy adviser David Currie to help people in need of energy advice.

More recently Anouska has overseen the distribution of tens of thousands of 
pounds from Community Windpower’s Covid-19 crisis fund.

Jackie Robertson took to her tablet to find out more…

very paper, twice 
a year.

Then there’s 
our energy adviser, 

David Currie who 
deals with energy bill problems, 
advising how to cut electricity 
costs in homes, churches and 
halls. Not to mention teaching 
schoolchildren about renewables. 

So although we support 
projects financially we contribute 
direct help too, such as with 
Dunbar’s Christmas lights, the 
lifeboat and Dunbar Colts. Add 
the pandemic to all of this and 
you can imagine how busy we’ve 
been.

No two projects are the 
same then?

Correct. Some folk think we’re 
only about wind farms, but we 
can go weeks without mentioning 

director Diane Wood. She was 
determined to keep the BeGreen 
and Community Windpower 
teams connected and it worked 
quite well.

Even so, paperwork is 
paperwork and there was a 
lot of it. I’m proud that we’ve 
been able to help so many 
organisations and people during 
the crisis. We’ve distributed 
thousands and thousands of 
pounds.

‘The Covid-19 pandemic has made the last few months even more 
challenging than usual’, says Anouska, as I watch her set down her 
socially distanced coffee, thanks to the wizardry that is WhatsApp. 
‘Sorry I can’t offer you a cup’, she adds with a smile.

I hold my own mug up to the camera in reply and we get down to 
the nitty gritty – discussing the work that Community Windpower has 
done to help as pandemic repercussions continue.

CWL - PROUD TO SUPPORT LOCAL PEOPLE

How has the 
pandemic period 
compared with your 
normal workload and 
application schedule?

In a word, frantic! 
Our normal work sees us 

assessing grant applications and 
distributing funds but Community 
Windpower and BeGreen are not 
only about money – we do a heck 
of a lot of hands-on work within 
the community too, interacting 
with schools and making our 
premises available free to 
voluntary organisations such as 
the Dementia Group.

Our office window is available 
for free display space and we 
support local businesses by 
providing free advertising in this 

‘So many people 
have put themselves 
out to help others 
- we’ve seen that 
while distributing our 
Covid-19 crisis fund’.

BeGreen’s office has 
been closed now for 
months Anouska.
How have you coped?

Not too badly but I’ve really 
missed the interaction with local 
people. You would not believe 
the number of folk, many senior 
citizens that pop in regularly for 
a chat. Hopefully by the time 
this interview is printed we’ll be 
well on the way to some kind of 
normality. 

You’ve been busy? 
Actually run off my feet. 

Distributing the money from 
Community Windpower’s Covid-19 
crisis fund has taken up so much 
of my time, but even though I’ve 
been working from home I’ve 
managed quite well.

Every week during lockdown 
we had online meetings with 
our community benefits 
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EDUCATIONAL 
VISITS

ENVIRONMENT 
AWARENESS

£££ THOUSANDS
OF HELP

motivation that makes 
us so successful.’

My best to everyone 
reading this: please stay 
safe everyone and follow 
the Scottish Government 
guidelines as the virus 
is still with us. Next time 
I hope we’ll be enjoying 
these coffees face to face 
Jackie!

at BeGreen covers Ward 
7, which is Dunbar, East 
Linton, Innerwick and the 
smaller villages, but we 
stretched our crisis fund 
to cover East Lothian, 
which has been brilliant. 

We’ve helped Scottish 
NHS projects as far 
as the capital, local 
hospitals and NHS 
support organisations 
like Blood Bikes Scotland 
that transports blood 
and medical equipment 
across Edinburgh, 

Back at the beginning of March, Rob Lynch, 
Community Windpower’s operations manager and 
BeGreen energy assessor David Currie were invited 
to visit Longniddry Primary School to speak about 
renewable energy and its importance to Scotland 
and the world.  

The talk covered various types of green energy 
and the methods of generation and production.

Rob delivered a morning demonstration on wind 
turbine servicing techniques, allowing the children 
to try climbing harnesses and kit while David 
built model turbines that impressed the pupils by 
powering a light bulb.

David said, ‘With the Scottish curriculum now 
including learning on renewables we had been busy 
with a number of presentations and trips until the 
coronavirus shut down the schools.

‘It was going so well and it was great to see 
children respond as we explained the importance of 
the renewable industry to their lives. The Longniddry 
pupils were brilliant in class but without doubt 
the icing on the cake for them was the trip up to 
Aikengall Community Wind Farm in the afternoon.

‘We reached one of the highest points on the 
site, where we left the coach next to ‘William the 
Wind Turbine’. The children had a great day that was 
educational from start to finish, but fun too.

‘It may take some time but hopefully it won’t be 
too long before the Scottish Government announces 
it’s safe to resume this kind of teaching.’ 

Demand for educational visits to Aikengall 
Community Wind Farms increases after climate 
change becomes a school curriculum topic

Longniddry Primary School 
pupils learn with BeGreen 
and Community Windpower 

Rob Lynch and some of 
the Longniddry pupils 
take in the view.

FREEHOMEENERGYEFFICIENCY ADVICE

55 High Street
Dunbar EH42 1EW
01368 863720
www.begreencentres.co.uk

If you live in the Dunbar & East 
Linton ward
••  Free home energy audits
••  Energy efficiency grants
••    Renewable technology grants
••    Free advice on how to save
 energy and reduce fuel bills
••    Open surgeries with energy 

saving companies

D U N B A R  &  D I S T R I C T
BeGreen is grant funded by Community Windpower Ltd

You can contact Anouska at:
07747 787192 or 01368 863720 or email: 

anouska@communitywindpower.co.uk

D U N B A R  &  D I S T R I C TContact Anouska on: 07747 787 192
anouska@communitywindpower.co.uk

AND

turbines, just being busy 
helping people. 

One brilliant example 
of this was our free 
afternoon tea for the 
Dementia Group and its 
helpers. Previously we 
had financed day trips 
for their members, but 
decided to give them a 
break from their usual 
routine. 

David is full of ideas 
and we had a fantastic 
day. The members 
loved it, we loved it and 
we made a whole lot 
of new friends – they 
even invited us to their 
Christmas party!

So your 
community work 
is extremely 
varied?

Absolutely. This time 
last year David was busy 
with a £4,000 grant to 
help Dunbar Grammar 
School’s allotments, 
while Diane Wood 
had just overseen 
the completion 
of the monument 
Community 
Windpower raised to 
a lost wartime New 
Zealand aircrew in the 
Lammermuirs.

Right now we’ve 
remained involved with 
Dunbar Civic Week, 
despite coronavirus, as 
they’ve used our Aikengall 
II community benefit fund 
to produce this year’s 
scarecrow competition 
and alternative 
celebrations. So yes, it 
certainly is varied.  

Coronavirus dealt 
a hammer blow to 
life in Dunbar and 
across Scotland. 
How do you gauge 
community spirit 
at the moment?

It’s surprisingly 
upbeat. We had a really 
good local support 
network pre-Covid but 
you can see how the crisis 

brought the community 
closer together.

The general feeling 
is that we’re all in this 
together, even though 
perhaps not in the same 
ways. I think this dark 
episode has brought out 
the best in people.

What will you 
remember most 
as the Scottish 
Government 
continues to relax 
restrictions?

The people. I know it’s 
been tough but so many 
local people have put 
themselves out to help 
others – we’ve seen that 
while distributing our 
Community Windpower 

Covid-19 crisis 
fund.

Normally 
our remit 

Lothian and Borders. 
We’ve helped The Sick 

Kids and Marie Curie 
too, and lots of other 
organisations that have 
been under tremendous 
pressure due to the 
pandemic. These great 
people have touched 
families’ lives and we’re 
proud to have been
able to help them
in our own
small way.

Thanks for the 
chat Anouska. 
Who would have 
thought we’d 
speak under these 
circumstances?

I know. I’m proud that 
Community Windpower 
actually chooses to do 
all this. As my west coast 
colleague Pete said 
recently, ‘it’s this self-

OUR TURBINES

- ALWAYS WORKING

FOR YOU!

A hint of a rainbow over Dunbar A hint of a rainbow over Dunbar 
seems to signify that our crisis seems to signify that our crisis 
fund rainbow of grants is making a fund rainbow of grants is making a 
difference during the pandemic.difference during the pandemic.



vital for the 
children’s 
wellbeing 
and 
education. 
We know 
the positive 
impact on the wee ones 
and their families from 
being able to re-start the 
school experience safely, 
will resonate right across 
our entire community.

‘The resources 
purchased will ensure 
physical wellbeing in 
terms of the Scottish 
Government’s guidance 
around distancing, 
sharing of space and 
resources, and access to 
well-ventilated spaces.’

OUR COVID-19 CRISIS FUND - HELPING KEEP SCOTLAND HEALTHY

East Lothian FM has been providing vital updates to 
local communities during the Covid-19 pandemic.

When Innerwick Primary 
School staff assessed the 
school’s preparedness 
to safely welcome back 
pupils after the summer 
break and in the wake 
of the coronavirus 
pandemic, they 
concluded that £2,000 
would have to be spent 
to enable the children to 
return in accordance with 
Scottish Government 
guidelines.

So they turned to 
Community Windpower 
and BeGreen Dunbar’s 
joint Covid-19 crisis fund 
seeking help – which was 
quickly agreed.

A grant of the £2,000 
required has since been 

One of the early 
beneficiaries of our 
£255,000 Covid-19 crisis 
fund in East Lothian was 
Dunbar Medical Centre 
on the town’s Queen’s 
Road.

The centre, home to 
three medical practices, 

received a grant of 
£4,500 to help secure 
vital medical 
equipment as 
the lockdown 
took a firm 
grip on life in 
Scotland.

As the 
journey towards 
a new normality 
continues, this equipment 
is helping provide high 
quality care to a wider 
range of people in the 
area.

A Dunbar Medical 
Centre spokesperson 
said: ‘All of us at Dunbar 
Medical Centre thank 
BeGreen Dunbar for 
this generous grant. 
The money was used 

to purchase important 
equipment to help at 
what has been, for many 
patients, their time of 
greatest need. 

‘We have been 
overwhelmed by the 
generosity of local 

businesses and 
individuals. It is re-
affirming in these 
testing times.’

Diane Wood, 
community 
benefits director 
at Community 
Windpower, said: 

‘Dunbar Medical Centre is 
a key health asset for this 
community and together 
with Anouska at BeGreen 
we were honoured to help. 

‘As we all move forward 
we encourage everyone 
to stick with the Scottish 
Government guidelines to 
help health facilities like 
Dunbar Medical Centre 
and to keep people safe.’

‘Lockdown Experiences’ 

Community Windpower grant allows 
local people to share their personal 
pandemic stories

£1,100
DONATION

As the recovery from 
the coronavirus crisis 
continues, the radio station 
is providing opportunities 
for its volunteers with 
learning difficulties and 
others with complications 
in their lives to make 
broadcast programmes 
about how they have been, 
and are, coping.

To do this East Coast 
FM required two new 
laptop computers to 
produce these innovative 
programmes, but with the 
station facing monthly 
costs of more than £3,000 
just to stay open, finding 
the money was a problem.

So station trustee and 
manager, Ian Robertson, 
applied to Community 
Windpower and BeGreen 
Dunbar’s Covid-19 crisis 
fund for help.

He said: ‘We’ve worked 
with and been supported by 
Community Windpower and 
BeGreen Dunbar for years, 
so we knew where to turn in 
our hour of need.

BeGreen’s Anouska Woods 
on my mid-morning show, 
we knew about their 
fantastic Covid-19 crisis 

fund, and having made the 
decision to make these new 
programmes we formally 
submitted a request for 
funding.

‘The process was easy 
and we’ve now purchased 
the equipment to help 
people make their ‘personal 
journey’ programmes – 
a series we’ve entitled 
‘Lockdown Experiences’, 
which will create an 
excellent historical record 
of how local people coped 
with the pandemic.

Anouska Woods, 
BeGreen’s community 
coordinator said: ‘Working 

with East Coast FM over the 
years has meant we have 
seen first hand the positive 
impact that community 
radio has on the people of 
East Lothian.

‘We were happy to 
contribute the £1,100 
necessary to allow this new 
programming to go ahead 
and to help both those 
telling their stories and the 
many people listening.’

‘With our income 
reduced due to the lack 
of fundraising, providing 
new equipment for 
volunteers to make 
relevant programming was 
impossible.

‘As part of our regular 
conversations with 

‘We will create 
an excellent 
historical record 
of how people 
coped with the 
pandemic’.

IAN ROBERTSON
Station Manager

£4,500
GRANT

DUNBAR MEDICAL CENTRE
INVESTS IN NEW 
EQUIPMENT 

GRANT ENSURES INNERWICK KIDS A

SAFE 
RETURN

used to purchase wipe-
clean cushions, tarpaulin 
and a cover for a gazebo 
area already situated 
outside one of the 
classrooms.

In addition, each child 
will be given individual 
whiteboards and their 
own stationery supplies.  

Diane Wood, 
community benefits 
director at Community 
Windpower, said: 
‘When the school’s 
representatives got in 
touch to explain what 
they needed, and why, we 
immediately made the 
monies available.

‘Returning to school 
safely in August will be 

£2,000
GRANT
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With Community 
Windpower investing 
on a daily basis in its 
host communities and 
in Scotland, it seemed 
perfect timing earlier this 
year when MSPs cited 
renewables as the industry 
sector with the country’s 
highest growth potential.

Four in 10 MSPs chose 
renewables as the sector 
with the greatest growth 
opportunities, the reason 
for which is the Scottish 
Government’s decision 
to declare a climate 
emergency last year.

Chief executive of 
Scottish Renewables 
Clare Mack said: ‘The 
past months have seen 
climate change become 

Community 
Windpower MD 
welcomes Holyrood 
support for the 
nation’s renewables 
industries

…helping CWL
 help Dunbar

a central political issue. 
Scotland, with its incredible 
renewable energy resource 
is already proving that 
investment in green energy 
brings jobs and social 
benefits alongside carbon 
reduction.’

Community Windpower 
managing director Rod 
Wood agreed. Speaking in 
Dunbar, he said: ‘Support 
for the renewables sector 
from government is vital 
and we welcome the 
growing recognition from 
politicians at Holyrood 
towards the benefits green 
energy already delivers 
for Scotland and for 
local people such as the 
community here in Dunbar.

‘In our case that means 

Community Windpower 
creating real jobs in 
the supply chain and, 
most importantly for 
communities like Dunbar, 
donating sizeable sums to 
local voluntary groups to 
fund or part fund projects 
and community facilities 
that wouldn’t be affordable 
without our input.

‘This has never been 
more apparent than now 
as we up our support into 
the tens of thousands 
of pounds to help local 
voluntary organisations 
cope with unprecedented 
demand in this Covid-19 
crisis. 

‘The Scottish 
Government’s commitment 
to a low carbon future 

The benefits of 
our green, clean 
wind technology 
from Community 
Windpower are all 
around us in Dunbar.

ROD WOOD
MD Community Windpower

‘‘
‘‘ created by wind technology, 

solar and hydro power will 
help more providers like 
Community Windpower to 
flourish and Scotland to 
continue to be a European 
leader.

‘In Dunbar the benefits 
of clean wind technology 
from Community 
Windpower are all around 
us: from thousands 
of pounds for Dunbar 
Grammar’s allotments, to 
the memorial to lost New 
Zealand airmen near Middle 
Monynut farm, to grants 
for the Surf Centre, Dunbar 
Colts, Dunbar Lifeboat and 
£5,000 for Cycling Without 
Age Scotland.

‘It’s amazing what 
renewable power can do!’

‘ Helping Edinburgh Children’s
 Hospital Charity helps us all’
 Anouska Woods, BeGreen
Children who require stays 
in hospital or essential 
visits, need vital support 
during this Covid-19 
pandemic.

That is why Community 
Windpower and BeGreen 
Dunbar have donated 
£2,500 from their 
Covid-19 crisis fund to 
Edinburgh Children’s 
Hospital Charity.

The money will 
provide direct support 
for clinically vulnerable 

children and their families 
with food, toiletries, 
creative activities, mental 
health support, and help 
provide a range of vital 
equipment for the hospital 
and community health 
services.

Edinburgh Children’s 
Hospital Charity 
supports children, like 
Lily (pictured) and their 
families, visiting the Royal 
Hospital for Sick Children.

Victoria Buchanan, 

deputy director of 
fundraising and marketing 
at Edinburgh Children’s 
Hospital Charity, said: ‘We 
are delighted to have the 
support of Community 
Windpower and BeGreen 
Dunbar and thank 
them for their generous 
donation to our Covid-19 
Emergency Appeal.

‘This money will help 
make things a little easier 
for families coping with 
the impact of the outbreak 

on top of the distress of 
having a sick or injured 
child. We couldn’t be 
more grateful to have 
this support for children, 
young people and families 
at this difficult time.’

‘Coronavirus is 
disrupting normal support 
systems and creating 
new risks to the health 
of children and adversely 
affecting their family’s 
wellbeing’, said Anouska 
Woods of BeGreen 

Dunbar. ‘At the moment 
we’re doing all we can to 
help where we can. Our 
Aikengall Community Wind 
Farms have provided this 
money and it’s now, at this 
time of crisis that we see 
just how important our 
donations can be. 

‘Helping Edinburgh 
Children’s Hospital Charity 
helps us all which is what 
our Covid-19 crisis fund is 
designed to do.’

£2,500COVID-19 CRISISDONATION



Business and BeGreen

Community 
Directory

LOCAL BUSINESSES HAVE NEVER BEEN MORE IMPORTANT!
Community Windpower and BeGreen have been supporting local people, projects, 
foodbanks, charities and businesses since 2005 while providing FREE energy advice 
from our BeGreen hub in Dunbar town centre. These adverts are provided FREE to 
local businesses.
PLEASE SUPPORT THEM AS WE ALL JOURNEY OUT OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC.
To place a FREE advert in our next issue please email: anouska@communitywindpower.co.uk

Dunbar T-Shirt Shop
104 High Street, Dunbar

01450 218 121

Like us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter
Add us on Google+

Tree-ditions Woodland Crafts School is the Lothian’s premier Bushcraft, 
Survival and Green Woodworking location for green leisure and learning 
experiences! 
We offer an immersion in nature with hands on learning using treeditional 
and contemporary tools and skills used for bushcraft, survival and green 
wood product creation. In a woodland near Stenton in East Lothian.

www.tree-ditions.comwww.tree-ditions.com
07562 728 57207562 728 572

dave@tree-ditions.comdave@tree-ditions.com

TRADITIONAL WOOD AND WILDLIFE SKILLS

Prospero
PROFESSIONAL MORTGAGE
& INSURANCE ADVICE IN

EAST LOTHIAN
Prospero Insurance Brokers Ltd

6a High Street, Dunbar, EH42 1EL

TELEPHONE: 0800 689 1370
www.prosperomortgages.co.uk   www.prosperoinsurance.co.uk

Fluxie Feet
c/o Flux
78-80 High Street,
Dunbar
East Lothian EH42 1JH
Tel: 01368 864 567

For more information, please 
contact Pauline Jaffray.

tel/fax: 01368 863593
e-mail: pauline@pj-design.net 

PJ Design 
2 Beveridge Row
Belhaven, Dunbar
East Lothian EH42 1TP

PJ DESIGN is an East 
Lothian-based design, 
marketing and PR agency. 
For nearly 20 years we have 
been providing creative, 
cost-effective solutions for 
small and medium-sized 
companies across south-east 
Scotland.

ALEX JAFFRAY
JOINERY

Complete Joinery Service
Specialist in Kitchen Fitting

All trades catered for

Dunbar, East Lothian

07976 370 366

CORE
Pilates & yoga classes & personal tuition

Massage therapy, reflexology & Reiki

49 High Street, Dunbar, EH42 1EW
TELEPHONE

07890 618 755
www.coredunbar.co.uk
*PLEASE NOTE CLASSES ARE RUNNING
  ONLINE DURING LOCKDOWN

IAIN McDOUGALL

WORKSHOP
Unit 1, Spott Road Industrial Estate

Dunbar EH42 1RS

TELEPHONE: 01368 862344
MOBILE: 07835 496964

Joiner & Glazier
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Wedding and Wedding and 
Event DJsEvent DJs

Wedding and Wedding and 
Event DJsEvent DJs

Keep in touch with your grassroots – subscribe to 
East Lothian Life- a distinctive, county magazine for 
people who appreciate and are
interested in their county.

East Lothian Life
1 Beveridge Row,
Belhaven, DUNBAR
East Lothian EH42 1TP

Alternatively, give us a call on:

01368 863593
eastlothianlife.co.uk

60 High Street, Dunbar EH42 1JH
Telephone: 01368 238178
www.thebakerydunbar.co.uk
TheBakeryDunbar/

Quality sourdough and yeasted breads, 
traditional savouries and sweets and 
gorgeous patisserie.

All hand made daily in our high street 
bakery. Come and try!

11 Newhouse Terrace
Queens Road
Dunbar EH42 1LG

Telephone: 
01368 862 033

Listen to Anouska Woods from 
BeGreen on community issues 
every other Friday from 10am

Shortly before lockdown 
the BeGreen office in 
the High Street hosted 
The Twins Group Bake 
Sale. Group members 
were engaged in lots 
of fundraising to help 
purchase much needed 
play equipment and this 
free use of the BeGreen 
premises helped add 
£150 to their fund.

BeGreen’s community 
coordinator Anouska 
Woods was delighted to 
help. ‘We do our best to 
help local groups and 
organisations take over 
our office for events. 
Not only is this FREE we 
occupy a great central 
location. The Twins 
Group is a real asset for 
Dunbar. Well done to all 
involved.’

To find out more 
about making use 
of the BeGreen 
office space once 
normality returns, 
please call 01368 
863720.

FREE PREMISES 
USE

TWINS
GROUP
BAKE IT IN!

D U N B A R  &  D I S T R I C T

07745 68659107745 686591

ECOSSE
ENTERTAINMENTS

Find us on FacebookFind us on Facebook

East Fortune,
North Berwick,

East Lothian
EH39 5JX

Call

07983 559 942

Friendly, 
welcoming 
and well 

maintained 
Boarding 
Kennels 

woodsideboardingkennels.co.uk

info@ecosseentertainments.co.ukinfo@ecosseentertainments.co.uk



Tyninghame Village 
Hall sits in the centre 
of the village only five 
miles west of Dunbar. 

Converted from a 
bake house in 1842, 
the hall is a registered 
charity, hosting 
exercise classes, 
musical events and 
weddings. But being 
a busy community 
hub inevitably takes 
its toll – the venerable 
building required 
some TLC.

The heating and 
lighting systems 

Shortly before 
Coronavirus struck 
Community Windpower 
sponsored Edinburgh 
Science Fair’s Careers 
Hive at the National 
Museum of Scotland 
where over 1,500 
students between 13-
15 years of age visited 
to discover more about 
career opportunities.

£5,000
GRANT

Our grant lights up the 
Tyninghame Village Hall

topped the to 
do list, which is 
where BeGreen 
and Community 
Windpower came in.

BeGreen 
community 
coordinator Anouska 
Woods explains: 
‘Buildings like 
Tyninghame Village 
Hall create East 
Lothian’s character, 
and this hall is also 
vital to the wellbeing 
of its community.

Community 
Windpower and 

BeGreen are 
passionate about 
making public 
buildings more energy 
efficient, so we agreed 
a £5,000 grant to 
help the hall’s 
committee 
switch to 
efficient 
LED lighting 
to reduce 
electricity 
costs.

A hall 
spokesperson 
said, ‘As a 
registered 

charity, Tyninghame 
Village Hall’s role is to 
stimulate community 
development through 
greater use of the 
building.

‘One 
significant 
barrier to 
this is the 
condition of 
the heating, 

insulation, lighting, 
toilet and kitchen 
facilities.

‘This Community 
Windpower and 
BeGreen grant helps 
us meet the cost 
of upgrading our 
lighting and we thank 
everyone involved for 
their help.’

Anouska Wood presents 
our bumber cheque

POSTERS
AND

PRIZES
Civic Week alternative is a hit

EDUCATIONAL 
EVENT 

SPONSORSHIPEdinburgh 
Science Fair 
Careers Hive 
Sponsorship

Our sponsorship 
centred around a 
Sandbox Augmented 
Reality exhibit, that 
allowed students 
to create differing 
geographical 
environments, and 
see how a wind farm 
could be located on 
each after considering 
slopes, height and wider 

topography.
The young people 

spent lots of time talking 
about wind farms, asking 
about the best place for 
turbines and what were 
the main environmental 
factors involved. Indeed 
our stand was one of the 
busiest!

Diane Wood, 
community benefits 

director at Community 
Windpower, said, 
‘Feedback was positive. 
Sponsoring events like 
this is consistent with 
our ethos of educating 
the next generation 
about the impacts 
of renewable energy 
to Scotland, with a 
particular emphasis on 
wind power.’

Community 
Windpower 
and via Dunbar 
Community 
Council, there 
were prizes for 
each category.

Dunbar Civic Week was 

established in 
1970 to mark 
the 600th 
anniversary of 
the granting 
by King David 
II of the Royal 
Charter that 
created the 

Burgh of Dunbar, and over 
the half century since 

then it has grown into a 
wonderful celebration 
of our community life, 
history, culture and 
people – and it’s fun!

This year, thanks to 
Community Windpower, 
Dunbar Community 
Council and other 

organisations, the Civic 
Week committee was 
able to hold an alternative 
celebration, helping 
maintain community 
morale.

Diane Wood, community 
benefits director at 
Community Windpower, 
said: ‘Civic Week is a high 
point in Dunbar’s year 

and, while it’s a shame 
the usual events could 
not take place, there 
was still much fun and 
laughter thanks to the 
hard work of the Civic 
Week committee and their 
imaginative solution to the 
cancellation.

‘Congratulations to the 
Civic Week committee for 
keeping alive the spirit of 
the event and supporting 
people’s mental wellbeing 
at what is a very difficult 
time for us all. Some of the 
scarecrow ideas and house 
decorations were brilliant!’

‘Our Covid-19 crisis fund has been well 
supported by Dunbar Community Council 
and is designed to support communities, 
so helping fund posters and prizes for this 
year’s competitions was an easy decision.’ 

DIANE WOOD
Community Benefits Director

Dunbar’s annual Civic Week 
might have been cancelled 
due to the Covid-19 
pandemic, but undeterred 
and with a little help, the 
Civic Week committee 
organised a fantastic 
alternative celebration.

Throughout June, 
instead of the traditional 
celebrations, Dunbar folk 
took part in competitions 
for the best-dressed house, 
window… and scarecrow.

And thanks to the 
Covid-19 crisis fund through 

… with a little help from Community Windpower and other friends
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A WORD OF 
THANKS 
Hello BeGreen,
I just thought I’d drop you a 
wee note to say thanks for 
the sponsorship money we received from 
BeGreen and Community Windpower. 
We’ve put the money to good use by using it 
to help buy training kit for the girls to keep at 
home, allowing them to stay active during the 
Covid-19 lockdown.
Thank you again for your support.
Kind regards,

Fraser Docherty
Dunbar United Colts 
Girls Under 9s

 

OUR COVID-19 CRISIS FUND MAKES HEADLINES

Community Windpower and BeGreen’s Covid-19 crisis 
fund was reported in the pages of the national press

OUR COVID-19 CRISIS FUND - HELPING KEEP SCOTLAND HEALTHY

Health campaign Scale Up BP applied to the joint 
Community Windpower/BeGreen Dunbar Covid-19 
crisis fund asking for grant aid to buy high tech 
blood pressure monitors for use by patients at risk.

BeGreen’s £1,500 DONATION
buys 100 blood monitors

Run by The Harbours Medical 
Practice in East Lothian, Scale Up 

BP aims to reduce the number 
of heart attacks and strokes for 

people in and around 
Prestonpans, Port 
Seton, Cockenzie 
and Longniddry.

Each person 
receives a blood 
pressure monitor 
and then texts its 
readings back to 
the practice where 
monitoring reduces 
the risk of serious 
medical incidents in 
the patient.

A donation of £1,500 was 
quickly approved, enabling the 

purchase of 100 monitors 
– increasing the number 
of people who can now be 

observed closely from their 
homes.

And additional good news is 
that these new monitors will also 

be made available to other GP 
practices in the area whenever 

possible.
While there is NHS 

funding for this type 
of equipment, the 
Covid-19 pandemic 
led to a shortfall, due 
to increased demand 
from elsewhere in the 
health service.

Community 
Windpower director 
Diane Wood said: ‘This 

Scale Up BP project is capable of 
making a big difference to the lives 
of people across East Lothian.

‘With the pandemic tying up 
so many resources, extra support 
from outside the health service 
could only help, which is why 
our Covid-19 crisis fund was set 
up. We’re really pleased to have 
been able to fund this modern 
equipment to help the Scale Up BP 
project protect local patients.’

HELP FOR 
PATIENTS IN 
AND AROUND 
PRESTONPANS, 
PORT SEATON, 
COCKENZIE 
AND 
LONGNIDDRY

A ‘Thank You’ from Murdo
In our last issue we reported on our 
£2,500 donation to local up and 
coming ski star Murdo Watson. Despite 
the Scottish Government lockdown 
impacting on his plans, Murdo 
continues to plan for the future.

SPORTING THANKS 1

FREE HELP FOR LOCAL 
BUSINESSES AND 

CHARITIES
Community Windpower 
and BeGreen provide

FREE
advertising 
to local 
businesses 
and voluntary 
organisations 
in each issue 
of East Coast Today.

PLEASE HELP THEM RECOVER 
FROM THE IMPACT OF COVID-19
BY SUPPORTING LOCAL SHOPS, 

TRADERS AND CHARITIES

SPORTING THANKS 2
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Dear BeGreen, 

I write to thank you for the support you’ve given me for 
this year’s ski season – my best yet.

Despite the premature end to the season due to Covid-19 

and the final races being cancelled, I managed to pick 
up four podium places and finished ranked 7th in GB for 

slalom and 9th in GB for giant slalom. I’ve been selected 
for the Scottish Alpine Team and been invited to join 
the Ambition Race Academy in Austria for next season. 
Scottish team selection is limited to the top Scottish 
athletes and Ambition is one of the best ski academies 
in the UK with a pathway for athletes to reach their full 
potential. 

I am participating in a structured fitness programme 
with Ambition for the summer whilst we are unable to hit 

the slopes. A video of some of my best racing can be seen 

at https://bit.ly/SkiMurdo. I could not have achieved 
all this without BeGreen and Community Windpower’s 
generosity. Your financial help allowed me to pay for new 

skis and equipment, training camps in Europe, Scotland 
and England, and race entry fees.
 
My plan is to do three weeks training in the late summer 

on the glaciers and indoor slopes in Europe assuming 
that the Scottish Government’s Covid-19 guidelines 
allow.

I hope there will be an opportunity to train and race in 
the late summer and early autumn before the alpine 
season starts again.

I hope that you and your families are safe and well. 

Murdo



rest and recovery.
I’ve reduced my 

British Alpine Skiing 
and Snowboarding 
rankings in slalom, 
giant slalom and 
super giant slalom, 
which means I will 
make the top 15 cut 
for next season.

I was looking 
forward to the 
rest of this season 

including two events in 
Scotland and also the 
Scottish and British 
Championships in 
France. Now it’s a case 
of being patient until it 
all starts again.

DAVID
How does your 

home routine compare 
to being away?

MURDO
In Scotland a week 

consists of three ski 
training sessions – 
two in Edinburgh, one 
in Glasgow. Between 
these it’s three or four 
fitness sessions in the 
gym, using my own 
equipment at home or 
out running.

Abroad a typical 
day is five hours 
skiing, one hour of 
fitness/recovery, one 
hour of video analysis 
and learning from the 
day, two or three hours 
of schoolwork and an 
hour of ski tuning for 
the next day.

None of this would 
be possible without 
the help from BeGreen 
and Community 
Windpower, for which I 
am so grateful.

DAVID
Thanks Murdo we 

wish you all the best 
when sporting life gets 
back to normal.

MURDO
I know. The Welsh 

need more snow! 

DAVID
Tell me more about 

your racing schedule.

MURDO 
Race week can be 

really tough. My team 
meets at 7.30 am to 
leave for the 
slopes and to 
inspect the first 
course.

Then I wait 
at the top 
before my first 
run, which I use 
to memorise 
the course, 
analyse what 
the racers 
before me are 
doing and look 
for any tricky 
areas.

I go as fast 
as I can from 
the start to 
the finish, 
then repeat this for 
the second run. It is 
intense, but I’m part of 
a great team and we 
are supportive of each 
other. Evenings in race 
week mean ski prep 
for the next race and 

Community Windpower and BeGreen Dunbar have donated tens 
of thousands of pounds to local junior and senior sportspeople 
and their clubs.
Some enjoy participation just for the sake of it. Others excel and 
have or will represent Scotland. We’re proud to support them all.

COMMUNITY WINDPOWER – RIGHT BEHIND LOCAL SPORT
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n Educational presentations and interactive workshops 
for primary and secondary schools on sustainability, 
energy awareness and renewable energy

n Creation of jobs for local people - we currently 
employ an Educational Ranger and Energy Advisors

n Work with local schools, in the delivery of 
environmental topics

n Funding and operation of our BeGreen Energy 
Advice Service including grant funding for energy 
efficiency measures and renewable energy 
installations

n Working Partnerships with Colleges which includes 
Student Placement Schemes

n Educational site visits to the wind farm thus using 
the wind farm as an educational resource

n Funding for environmental and eco-friendly 
community projects to enhance the local area

n Funding for educational trips and activities for local 
schools

n  Sponsorship for local events and shows.

www.communitywindpower.co.uk

OUR TURBINES- ALWAYS WORKINGFOR YOU!

‘And things were 
going so well’
BeGreen Dunbar sponsored
skiing star reviews a season
cut short 

It’s been six months since BeGreen 
Dunbar donated £2,500 to Dunbar’s 
young skiing prospect, Murdo 
Watson. Just as the First Minister 
announced lockdown, energy 
adviser David Currie talked to the 
Dunbar Grammar School teenager.

BeGREEN and COMMUNITY WINDPOWER - PROUD TO SUPPORT SPORTING YOUNGSTERS

DAVID
BeGreen handles 

the Community 
Benefit Fund from 
Aikengall Community 
Wind Farms, Murdo. 
How did you spend the 
money?

MURDO
I’d started strongly 

and things were going 
so well. The donation 
helped fund my 
racing, first to Italy 
for the Anglo-Scottish 
Championships, then 
Switzerland for the 
Welsh Championships 
and back to Italy 
for the English 
Championships.

I had some really 
positive results with 
top 15 finishes in all 
of my races, including 
a number of podium 
places. 

DAVID
Travelling to 

Switzerland for Welsh 
Championships will be 
a surprise for readers.

£2,500
DONATION

UPDATE

The hard work begins 
at home...

s
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